=======================================
Episode 9: Power and Glory
=======================================
Christopher and his crew were able to make it to Delaware University to see if Hikari
was there. When he got out of the van, the students and faculty members were looking
at him.
Lisa: What's with them?
Christopher: Don't mind them.
Police Officer: Who are you guys?
Christopher: Where's Hikari at? She was the one who blew up the history building; I'm
afraid it's going to get dangerous, if you don't tell us where she is.
Then, Trevor Iams appears.
Trevor: It was them!! They blew up the history building!!
Police Officer #2: Hands above your head!! You're under arrest, Christopher Mason!!
Then, Maxelle's rod vibrated. It was able to pick up demonic energy coming from Trevor
Iams.
Maxelle: Christopher, get down.
Maxelle used her rod extension and attacked Trevor Iams, forcing him to reveal his
demon form and scaring the police officers. They began to shoot at Trevor, but their
bullets were doing nothing to him.
Christopher: Get away from him!!
It was too late; they were killed by him. More police officers tried to kill him but they
were killed by some more low-leveled demons afiliated by Hikari and Trevor fled to
safety. Christopher had to go after him. The Meguras, Linda, Heather, Iris and Omar
had to fight off some demons.
Kei: This isn't good. We'll hold them off for you, Lisa; just go on ahead and help
Christopher.
Lisa: Ok.

Lisa went along with Maxelle, Ruth and Andrew to find Hikari. Christopher was chasing
Trevor across the school grounds. He was able to catch up with him.
Christopher: It's the end of the road for you, asshole. Where's Hikari?!
Trevor: It should be obvious.
Trevor rushes at Christopher, but he cuts off Trevor's right arm.
Trevor: You asshole!! How were you able to penetrate through my armor?!
Christopher: Easy. (Trevor sees that his eyes were lighting up.) You underestimated me
and now you're going to die.
Trevor: (feeling scared.) . . . . . .
Christopher: You picked the wrong school to destroy.
Trevor tried to run away but he was vanquished by Christopher's Lightning Liberation
Wave.
Christopher: . . . . . . . .
Then, Maxelle, Ruth, Andrew and Lisa appear.
Christopher: Let's go after Hikari; I wasted enough time chasing after immature
schoolboys.
Lisa: Are you alright?
Christopher: I will once I get rid of Hikari.
Andrew: I'm with you on that one, Christopher.
Maxelle: Well, what are we waiting for? Let's go.
Christopher, along with Maxelle, Ruth, Andrew and Lisa, went to face Hikari. Omar and
the others were able to subdue the demons.

